


A Harmony of Light & Land

Innovated with Vision,
Delivered with Excellence.

 Architectural Surfaces 
presents PentalQ uartz

 

A canvas for vision unbound. Where the possibilities 

are as vast and inspiring as the landscapes we admire. 

Let your vision roam freely across surfaces that echo 

the unequivocal beauty of the world around us.

Resistant to
High Temps

Stain
Resistant

Scratch 
Resistant

Non Porous Surface 
Resistant to Bacteria, 

Mold, Mildew

Features of PentalQuartz  ®

arcsurfaces.com

For access to warranty details, technical specs, product certifications, 
and additional supporting documents, simply scan our QR code.

®

PentalQuartz  combines the timeless beauty of natural stone with superior strength and  

durability. Engineered for easy care, this surface requires little maintenance, is versatile  

and long-lasting, all while providing infinite design possibilities. Ideal for nearly any application, 

from kitchen countertops and bathroom vanities, to bar tops and tub surrounds, PentalQuartz 

stands as a testament to timeless elegance and enduring quality, ensuring a lasting impression 

in any room.

Make plans to visit your nearest showroom to see all the new colors! Many of these colors are 

also available book-matched – ask your local sales rep for more information, or check out our  

website for more details.

®

®



Quartz 
Cascade

A Harmony of Light & Sound

 

CREMA CLARET  |  PQ5171

Capturing the essence of water’s journey, with veins reminiscent of rivers  

 carving their path back to the source. Each intricate Oceanus pattern tells a tale  

of resilience and fluidity, inviting you to witness nature’s eternal flow.

OCEANUS (BACKLIT & BOLD™)  |  PQ5173

Feel the cool spray of mist on your face as you stand at the edge of a waterfall, marveling 

at the raw power and beauty of nature’s handiwork. Like witnessing the relentless journey of 

cascades towards the boundless expanse of the ocean, you run your fingers across the surface 

of our quartz slab and can’t help but feel a sense of awe and wonder at the magnificent beauty 

of the world around you.

In the heart of the wilderness, where 

cascades of water carve their path through 

rugged landscapes, a timeless dance unfolds. 

Picture the majestic torrent, tumbling down 

from lofty peaks, carving deep valleys and 

winding their way towards the distant ocean, 

all seen from a bird’s-eye view. Our Oceanus 

quartz slab embodies the essence of this 

breathtaking journey, with veins mirroring the 

intricate pathways of water flowing towards 

its ultimate destination. You can almost hear 

the melodious symphony of water as it rushes 

over rocks towards the horizon. As you trace 

the intricate patterns of our Oceanus quartz 

slab, you are transported to the banks of 

these mighty cascades. 
OCEANUS (BACKLIT & BOLD™) |  PQ5173

NEW 
COLOR!

NEW 
COLOR!

 Emerging as an oasis of neutral tranquility. The striking vein pattern 

of our Crema Claret slab echoes the paths of rivers, seeping into the 

earth, adding a touch of natural elegance to any space.



 

Sand 
&Sky

Coastal Chic Hues

LUNARIA  |  PQ5157

Amidst the warm shades of taupe, movement reflecting the beauty 

of gilded Coastal Dunes, emerged in an oasis of calm.

COASTAL DUNES  |  PQ5167
(Book-matched)

Inspired by the enchanting interplay of the moon’s gentle pull on the 

tides, our Lunaria quartz slab captures the celestial dance reflected in 

the ebb and flow of delicate waves.

Open your eyes to the sun’s warm embrace 

and the gilded dunes, where an oasis of 

calm emerges. Inspired by the harmonious 

dance of golden sands and the moon, whose 

gentle tug controls the tides, time slows 

to a gentle crawl, and worries dissipate 

like morning mist beneath the warming 

rays. In this tranquil haven, the world feels 

simultaneously distant and intimately close, 

as if every grain of sand whispers secrets of 

distant shores. We are dedicated to bringing 

this ethereal experience to you, regardless 

of your location, transporting you to a place 

where your soul finds solace in the simplicity 

of existence.  COASTAL DUNES  |  PQ5167

NEW 
COLOR!

As you immerse yourself in nature’s embrace, let your spirit soar and find solace in the beauty 

that surrounds you. Within this sanctuary of serenity, amidst the ever-shifting sands of time, one 

discovers refuge from the chaos of the world and a moment of pure tranquility in any space.

NEW 
COLOR!



 

 

LUMEN SKY (BACKLIT & BOLD™)  |  PQ5169
(Book-matched)

SIENNA GOLD  |  PQ5166
(Book-matched)

Envision the transformative impact of Lumen Sky (Backlit) as it infuses 

your space with its captivating presence. Like molten lava frozen in 

time, this quartz slab commands attention and admiration, offering a 

glimpse into the elemental forces that shape our world. 

Ember
Fusion

Radiance Unleashed

Witness the alchemy of the elements 

unfold in our latest collection. Drawing 

inspiration from the awe-inspiring 

spectacle of erupting volcanoes, 

each piece radiates raw power and 

elemental beauty. Envision the vivid 

hues and dynamic textures mirroring 

the molten landscapes forged by 

volcanic activity. Our Sienna Gold 

quartz surface, reminiscent of the 

rugged terrain shaped by volcanic 

forces, exudes an unparalleled 

strength and resilience.

SIENNA GOLD  |  PQ5166

NEW 
COLOR!

With every slab, immerse yourself in the primal energy resonating from nature’s fiery depths, 

where the timeless narratives of our planet are etched into every crystalline structure. This 

collection serves as a captivating embodiment of the dynamic interplay between earth and 

fire, offering a mesmerizing glimpse into the elemental forces that sculpt our world.

Mirroring the marbled terrain shaped by volcanic activity, our Sienna Gold quartz 

slab shimmers with the essence of nature’s fiery depths, embodying the primal 

energy that courses through the earth’s core.

NEW 
COLOR!



MIA  |  PQ5144TERRA LUNA  |  PQ5149
(Book-matched)

MYSTERE GOLD  |  PQ5186

MYSTERE (Available in honed)  |  PQ5185

SUPER WHITE  |  PQ2000

Radiant 
Opulence

Full Collection

Elevate any space with the luxurious essence of Radiant Opulence surfaces, which reflect light to cultivate 

an ambiance of refined beauty. These radiant surfaces cast a transformative glow, turning every room into 

a sanctuary of sophistication. With their light and airy aesthetic, Radiant Opulence slabs offer the perfect 

touch to infuse your space with timeless allure.

MIA GOLD  |  PQ5145MYSTIQUE  | PQ5128TERRA SOL  |  PQ5148
(Book-matched)

TERRA SOL  |  PQ5148

MYSTIQUE  | PQ5128



AEGEAN  |  PQ5154THASSOS  |  PQ5016AURA GOLD  |  PQ5184

**BIANCO VAIL  |  PQ5115AURA  |  PQ5183 CELADON  |  PQ5155

Tranquil
Heights

Full Collection

ATMOS GOLD  |  PQ5176
(Book-matched)

MARESTAR  |  PQ5177
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

TEMPO VALORE  |  PQ5174

NEW 
COLOR!

Introducing Tranquil Heights, a collection inspired by the tranquil vistas of lofty cliffs and panoramic views. 

These surfaces evoke a sense of calm and elevation, drawing inspiration from the serenity experienced 

from high vantage points. With patterns reminiscent of distant horizons and serene landscapes,  

Tranquil Heights brings a feeling of openness and clarity to any living space. Immerse yourself in the 

tranquility of elevated perspectives with this collection, where each slab invites you to experience a sense 

of peace and harmony in your home.

Visit our website 
for inspiration!

AEGEAN  |  PQ5154

arcsurfaces.com/inspiration-ideas/

**Regional Color. Please reach out to your sales rep for availability.

NEW 
COLOR!



MALANA  |  PQ5163

Rivaling Nature Collection



LUCE ORO  | PQ5120 LUX AURUM  |  PQ5130
(Book-matched)

LUX NOIR  |  PQ5129
(Book-matched)

MORITZ  |  PQ5135 OLYMPUS  |  PQ5157 TRAMONTO  |  PQ5136

ECLIPSE  |  PQ5190

Contemporary
Keystones

Full Collection

Contemporary Keystones, where modern design meets architectural elegance. Just as a keystone serves 

as the focal point in an archway, these slabs are the key to giving your space a sleek and contemporary 

edge. With clean lines, minimalist aesthetics, and neutral color palettes, our collection embodies the 

essence of modern design trends. Elevate your space with timeless sophistication, where every slab is a 

testament to modern craftsmanship and style.

VALLA  |  PQ5158
(Book-matched)

BIRCHWOOD  |  PQ5030 VALLA GOLD  |  PQ5159
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

NEW 
COLOR!

OLYMPUS  |  PQ5157

Visit one of our
showrooms today!
arcsurfaces.com/find-a-showroom



NIGHTFALL HONED  |  PQ8031

VEZZANO  |  PQ5180 LUCE CASCADE  |  PQ5150

IJEN  |  PQ5181

ATLANTIS AZUL (BACKLIT & BOLD™)
PQ5172

Next
Generation

Full Collection

VENUS  |  PQ5170

Transform your space with our masterfully crafted collection, 

where nature seamlessly intertwines with the innovation of human 

artistry. Inspired by the allure of quartzite, this collection redefines 

the laws of nature. Reflecting the intricate beauty found in creation, 

each slab mirrors the delicate web of natural formations, echoing 

the essence of the earth’s design. Elevate your living space with 

our curated collection, where the legacy of quartzite meets the 

innovation of the next generation.

 IJEN  |  PQ5181

NEW 
COLOR!

NEW 
COLOR!

CREMA CLARET  |  PQ5171

NEW 
COLOR!

OCEANUS (BACKLIT & BOLD™)
PQ5173

NEW 
COLOR!

ELARA  |  PQ5182

LUNARIA  |  PQ5175

NEW 
COLOR!

IVORY MIST HONED  |  PQ5189

FORTRESS HONED  |  PQ8021MIDNIGHT MIST HONED  |  PQ5191



Embark on a journey through the serene tundra and snow-covered landscapes with our Arctic Drift 

collection. Inspired by the untouched beauty of these icy realms, each slab evokes the tranquility and 

purity of the arctic wilderness. With crisp whites reminiscent of 

freshly fallen snow and delicate veining patterns that mimic the 

windswept contours of the tundra, our collection captures the 

essence of this breathtaking landscape. Transform your space 

into a place where the soft glow of arctic light dances across 

surfaces, inviting you to embrace the serenity and majesty of the 

north. With Arctic Drift, immerse yourself in the timeless allure of 

snow-covered landscapes and indulge in the ultimate expression 

of luxury in your home. STELLA BLACK  |  PQ5151
(Book-matched)

STELLA CALDIA  |  PQ5143
(Book-matched)

MARMO VIOLA  |  PQ5139
(Book-matched)

STELLA  |  PQ5133
(Book-matched)

STELLA GOLD  |  PQ5134
(Book-matched)

Arctic
Drift

Full Collection

MARMO CORCHIA  |  PQ5138

STELLA CALDIA  |  PQ5143

**AVENZA  |  PQ5187

MARMO CORCHIA  |  PQ5138
(Book-matched)

**Regional Color. Please reach out to your sales rep for availability.



MAGNOLIA PEARL  |  PQ5162
(Book-matched)

Rivaling
Nature

Full Collection

MALANA  |  PQ5163

MALANA  |  PQ5163
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

ATLAS EMBER  |  PQ5164
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

COASTAL DUNES  |  PQ5167
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

CHIARA CASCADE (BACKLIT & BOLD™)
PQ5168

(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

NEW 
COLOR!

SIENNA GOLD  |  PQ5166
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

COSTA BELLA  |  PQ5165
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

LUMEN SKY (BACKLIT & BOLD™)
PQ5169  |  (Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

IJEN AZUL  |  PQ5147
(Book-matched)

IJEN BEIGE  |  PQ5160
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

IJEN NOIR  |  PQ5161
(Book-matched)

NEW 
COLOR!

SONO REALE  |  PQ5156
(Book-matched)

SONO SOLEIL  |  PQ5137
(Book-matched)

SONO MIRA  |  PQ5157
(Book-matched)

From the warmth of earthly tones to the cool, ethereal colors 

of the night sky and the delicate hues of clouds, our collection 

seamlessly transitions between contrasting palettes, mirroring the 

dynamic harmony found in nature. Our diverse range of styles 

offers both warm and cool toned options to create captivating 

spaces that evoke the beauty of the natural world. With stunning 

results that rival the nature around us, our collection invites you to 

experience a harmonious symphony of colors and textures in the 

comfort of your own home.



Basic Commodities

**UNIQUE CALACATTA GREEN
 PQ5153

**UNIQUE CALACATTA
MACCHIA VECCHIA  |  PQ5118

**UNIQUE CALACATTA BLACK  |  PQ5116

**UNIQUE CALACATTA  |  PQ5113 **UNIQUE CALACATTA BLUE  |  PQ5152 **UNIQUE CALACATTA GOLD |  PQ5117

**UNIQUE CALACATTA GOLD  |  PQ5117

Luxe
&Lavish

Full Collection

Luxe and Lavish intricate formations showcase extravagant veining, radiating an aura of power and 

sophistication. These opulent designs capture the essence of grandeur, evoking a sense of luxury and 

abundance in their meticulous details. Each vein tells a compelling story of strength and elegance, adding 

a touch of extravagance to any space. Embrace the commanding presence of nature’s beauty with our 

collection, where every slab exudes refinement and magnificence.

**UNIQUE CALACATTA BLACK |  PQ5116

**Regional Color. Please reach out to your sales rep for availability.



BIANCO ASPEN   |  PQ2005 **COASTAL GREY  |  PQ5188 PEARL WHITE  |  PQ1002

WHITE SAND   |  PQ0001SILVER SEA   |  PQ5126SEASHELL   |  PQ1001

SILVER SEA  |  PQ5126

Core
Classics

Full Collection 

Core Classics is a timeless collection of quartz designed to elevate any space with powerful elegance. 

These shades present a versatile palette that seamlessly complement any design aesthetic, from sleek 

modern interiors to contemporary settings. With Core Classics, your design will be complete with 

enduring style and impeccable craftsmanship. 

BIANCO ASPEN   |  PQ2005

SILVER SEA   |  PQ5126

**Regional Color. Please reach out to your sales rep for availability.



arcsurfaces.com
FRONT COVER - LUMEN SKY (BACKLIT & BOLD™) - PQ5169
BACK COVER - MIA GOLD - PQ5145


